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Look for Activity Pages Online!

Visit Rangerrick.org and click on Crafts & Activities.
That's where you'll find fun activities to print or download.

Plus you'll find:

• Interactive games
• 50 pictures, poems and stories from kids like you
• Animal videos

Would you like to see your work published in Ranger Rick Zoobooks?

Here's what to do:
Visit www.rangerrick.org and click on the Contest box for complete entry information.

We want to see your original poem, story, or drawing by March 24, 2021 for “Young Animals”
Did you know that some people make a living studying insects? These insect-loving scientists are entomologists. We think entomologists are pretty busy people. If you turn to the inside front cover of this book, you can learn how many insects there are in the world for entomologists to study.

See how many words you can make from the letters in the word entomologist. Score double points for each insect word you list. Hint: look for ideas and clues on the pages in this book.

Example: MOLE, which is made from the fifth, fourth, seventh, and first letters in the word entomologist.
Many people get these two beautiful insects mixed up. One is a butterfly and one is a moth. Can you tell which is which?

Hint:
One of the biggest differences between the two is that the butterfly has antennae that are thin with knobs on the ends. The moth has feathery, pointed antennae.

Be imaginative as you color these two insects. Then learn about the cocoons and chrysalises of these beautiful insects on page 14.

NATURE NOTEBOOK
Observe insects near your home. Write notes about what you see. Draw pictures of what you find and where you find it. You can begin your notes here. Then later start your own official nature notebook.

I saw a black and orange butterfly walking on the flowers in our garden. It flew from flower to flower. My aunt said it is a monarch butterfly.

Thumbs UP
Try this!

1. Press your thumb in an ink pad. Then make a print on paper.

2. When it dries, add details with felt pen to make your favorite insects.
   If you don’t have an ink pad, color your thumb with a felt pen or dip your thumb in poster paint.
A Key Word

Each missing word relates to social insects. Write each word in its place. Then read the highlighted word to find the name of the class to which all insects belong. For help, turn to pages 12 and 13.

1. type of messages sent by an insect queen
2. a large group of insects
3. this insect takes care of the larvae
4. home for a bee colony
5. worker bees search for this
6. where most bee food is put
7. an insect queen sends these to control the actions of other insects

Answers: 1. chemical, 2. colony, 3. nurse, 4. hive, 5. nectar, 6. storage, 7. messages. Key word: Insecta (Latin for insect).

Puzzling Pictures

Now make your own picture puzzles for some of the insects in this book. See if your friends and family can solve your puzzles.

Can you solve these picture puzzles? Each one names an insect in this book.

There is only one of these in a hive (see page 13).

Answers: fly, honeybee queen, dragonfly.